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1. The start of d.light 

Q.: Who their target customers are? Why did Sam         

Goldman and his team focus on this segment?        

What data supports their decision? Do you think        

that was a good decision? Why or why not? 

Sam Goldman went to Benin as a peace corps         

volunteer (Gunther, 2013) where he lived in the        

same conditions as the civilians living there. He        

noted how primitive their lives were, for example        

he used a kerosene lamp and experienced that the         

lamp did not give him sufficient light. One day, his          

neighbor kid had a dangerous accident with one of         

those lamps. After that incident he found out that         

a high number of people died from the fire of          

kerosine lamps. The incident was one of the        

inspirations for d.light (Goldman, 2018). 

The company d.light was founded during the       

course “Entrepreneurial Design for Extreme     

Affordability” at Stanford University. Within the      

context of this course, d.light started with a        

collaboration with International Development    

Enterprises Myanmar (IDE|M) during the course      

Entrepreneurial Design for Extreme Affordability.     

After the course, IDE|M was willing to continue        

and expand their collaboration with the Stanfords       

students. On the contrary, d.light chose to change        

its primary focus to India instead. “It’s larger and         

the need is much bigger,” (Sheen, E et Al., 2012A).          

India was considered to be a better starting region         

since distribution networks and the market      

infrastructure were better entrenched. In     

addition, since residents in the North of India had         

less access to electricity, d.light chose to narrow        

down their focus to this region. The bigger need         

for the d.light product in India compared to        

Myanmar can be seen when looking at the        

percentage of people living with less than $1.90        

per day: 21,9% in India and 6,2% in Myanmar         

(Wikiwand, 2019). The specific customers targeted      

by d.light earn less than $1.25 per day and have          

no access to electricity. (d.light, 2015).  

We believe the chosen market segment is a wise         

business decision: in order to make the business        

work for the long term, it is important to get the           

cashflow up to speed and in this way also confirm          

the product-market fit. The first cashflow is used        

for further development of the business and       

sustain day to day operations. To achieve this, it is          

important to address a market that has a high         

need for the product, and also reachable within        

acceptable cost of distribution. In 2018 the Gross        

Domestic Product (GDP) of India ($2,9 trillion) was        

significantly higher than that of Myanmar ($71       

billion). This difference is also found in population        

size: Myanmar 55 million compared to India which        

has 1,34 billion people. (World Integrated Trade       

Solutions, 2019) Given these numbers, we      

understand and support d.lights chosen focus      

since it is likely that more Indian people can and          

want to spend their money on d.lights products.        

The higher GDP indicates a bigger market to        

address. “After additional consideration, d.light     

narrowed its preliminary focus to North India       

because residents there had less access to       

electricity than people in the southern regions.”       

(Sheen, Denend & Zenios, 2012B).  

2. Customers 

Q.: How did they investigate their customers'       

needs? What did they find? How much they can         

and are willing to pay for a solar lamp? Who are           

the competitors? 

While testing in Myanmar they collaborated with       

partners like International Development    

Enterprises Myanmar (IDE|M) that suggested     

possible ideas and moreover helped them to get        

in contact with the user. Through the meetings        
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with these partners, d.light gained insight into the        

market and possible user needs. After testing,       

d.light developed a new strategy for market       

research that consists of formal partnerships with       

local organizations. They taught these     

organizations/contacts ways of conducting    

interviews to find user needs and data. The result         

was more qualitative data about a few families        

which showed their needs and circumstances,      

instead of conducting a large survey for the whole         

market. Through these organizations and contacts      

d.light was able to do field research, while they         

themselves worked thousands of kilometers away      

in the U.S. (Sheen, Denend & Zenios, 2012B).  

Examples of findings of this field research can be         

seen in an interview with Terisia (Novogratz,       

2013). In an interview she suggested a couple of         

improvements of the design. The first example is        

that it would be good if the lamp could charge          

itself while also charging the phone. Secondly, she        

mentioned that she would like that the lamp could         

charge the radio as batteries are too expensive.        

Thirdly, the strap to hang the lamp is too short. It           

would be better if it is a bit longer. Finally, a pull            

switch would allow the lamp to be easily switched         

on or off. All these points are direct feedback from          

the targeted user group.  

That raises the question of how much a user is          

willing to pay for such a product. The best way to           

find that out is to look at similar products or its           

direct competitors and base a price on that. One         

example was found as Novogratz stated that       

people would pay $0,25 USD per day to burn one          

kerosene lamp (Novogratz, 2013). Therefore we      

can assume that people are willing and able to pay          

at least that amount per day for a loan for a solar            

lamp. Because of extremely low income levels,       

people are unable to pay the product price in full          

at once, but are in fact able to get a loan to pay             

for the lamp. (Omidyar, 2016) The customers can        

thus be said to be willing to pay anything up to the            

price they pay for kerosine. This is in the sense          

that people have an outlook on free energy after         

the loan has been paid back - they do not have to            

pay for the sun to shine once they have paid back           

the loan for the d.light product. For example,        

customer, Teresia in Benin, bought a $40 lantern        

on a loan, which she is paying back at the rate of            

$3.50 per month; less than what she used to pay          

for kerosene, which was about $6 per month        

(Novogratz, 2013). Light for the three hours of        

darkness before she sleeps is her single largest        

household expenditure. Once she pays off her       

loan, the cost of energy will be free.  

The main competitor of d.light is the kerosene        

lamp itself. (Sheen, Denend & Zenios, 2012B).       

Often the design of the lamp is self made. Other          

competitors are cheap solar LED lights of bad        

quality. These are competitors in the sense that        

they deteriorated the customers’ opinion and      

trust in solar light products overall. d.light had to         

overcome the bad reputation of solar LED       

products as a result of these low-quality and        

unreliable alternatives available on the market.      

Another competitor of d.light is the company that        

provides an electricity grid, as it is an alternative         

of providing electricity.  

3. Reaching and maintaining 

customers 

Q.: When they started the business in India, how         

did d.light reach their target customers? What       

were the challenges they faced? How did they        

create and maintain the relationship with partners       

and customers? 

When d.light started in India, getting customers       

was not as easy as expected. The market was         

already full of cheap solar driven lightning       

products that had set a bad reputation. Indian        

distributors were not very interested either, as       

d.light was a small startup instead of a large well          

established company (Zenios, S et, Al. 2013). How        

d.light managed these challenges will be discussed       

in this chapter. 

Reaching their target customers in northern India       

was one of the first challenges as the connections         

were limited. In order to reach their target        

customers, d.light used their own and Stanfords’       
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connections. “We also started talking to people       

who we know and asking people at Stanford for         

connections,” (Sheen, E. et Al., 2012). With the        

help of these leads, d.light contacted local       

foundations which are willing to test, conduct       

research and sell products for d.light. Next to that,         

d.light organized trials so that they could reach        

new customers, for example to give out lamps for         

students during exam periods. This was a way to         

make users accustomed to the product without       

giving the product away, and make people wait        

with buying for a free handout (Zenios, S et, Al.          

2013). After the free trial period they found that         

70 to 80 percent of the testers would buy the          

lamp.  

As mentioned before, the connections of d.light       

were limited at the start. So another challenge        

was to get their unique message across to their         

target customers. d.light had to differentiate      

themselves with limited connections from     

competitors, which produced cheap and     

unreliable products. d.light strives to be a       

company which consumers can trust. They      

recognise that people want a reliable product that        

works and lasts rather than it only being cheap         

(Zenios, S et, Al. 2013). This message had to get          

across to their customers through these limited       

connections.  

Convincing the distributors of d.light was another       

big challenge in their process of developing and        

selling their product. Patience and determination      

were the main ingredients that Goldman and       

Tozun had to continuously show. They were       

persistent and serious about their company and       

by expanding, using their network and repeatedly       

approaching the distributors, they eventually     

convinced them to join. Some distributors took       

more than a year to win over. After more and          

more time, the reputation and product portfolio       

of d.light grew, making it easier to winover        

distributors (Zenios, S et, Al. 2013).  

After establishing a carefully selected network of       

trusted locals that could sell and represent their        

brand. These so called “sales agents” made the        

reach into rural areas broader. Aside from selling        

and showing the product, the sales agent could        

update d.light about the use and state of the sold          

products. This was a good way to meet their         

promise of a quality product as well as        

maintaining their relationship with customers     

(Zenios, S et, Al. 2013). Next to that, d.light offers          

a warranty that covers failure from normal use in         

one or two years from the date of purchase         

depending on the product (d.light, n.d.). That two        

year period is exceptionally long for the branch of         

products that they are in. Actions like these        

differentiate d.light from competitors and result in       

a more satisfied customer base. (Zenios, S et, Al.         

2013).  

At this point d.light is the leading brand in solar          

lightning, and has clients across 70 countries       

(d.light, n.d.). Consumers of d.light can have       

strong emotions about d.light, they get a sense of         

dignity from having their own source of energy        

(d.light, 2018). All these steps they had to take to          

build trust has made a strong base for maintaining         

clients and distributors.  

4. Convincing investors 

How did they test the viability of their business         

model? Since d.light is a social enterprise rather        

than a nonprofit organization, how did they       

acquire sufficient financial support to achieve their       

missions? How did they convince the investors?       

Please find and give some examples. 

After having established that they could produce       

the product (feasibility) and that there was a        

demand for it (desirability), d.light had to test        

their business model viability. From the beginning,       

d.light has been a for-profit venture-funded      

organization rather than an NGO. They motivate       

this decision by saying it will enable them to reach          

the desired scale. To reach billions they need        

massive amounts of capital to fund inventory,       

growth and new offices (Stanford GSB Staff,       

2009).  
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In Jan 2006, d.light raised $10.000 in seed funding,         

predominantly from friends, family and a church       

Tozun was attending (Sheen, Denend & Zenios,       

2012A). After that, when looking for investments,       

they mostly received lots of rejection from       

venture capitalists. “You guys will fail. Please don't        

waste your life on this," one investor told them         

according to an interview Ned Tozun gave to        

Forbes (Cremades, 2019). 

During their second year in business school,       

Goldman and Tozun assembled an early board       

consisting of respected faculty members who      

could give them feedback and guidance. It was in         

one of the monthly meetings with this board that         

they got the idea of participating in various        

business plan competitions to gain funding and       

feedback for their business plan. (Sheen, Denend       

& Zenios, 2012A, 2012B). 

Winning the Draper Fisher Jurvetson Venture      

Challenge in 2007 was a big step in d.lights early          

stages of development. They had gained more       

credibility. Their business plan was much more       

convincing and they were better known in the        

world of investors. They had the brand name of         

Stanford and were targeting a very large market        

that was mostly untapped. All these things made        

d.light a safer investment. 

Since their founding they have raised increased       

amounts of funds in various rounds of       

investments: $5.5 million in 2008 in a Series A         

round, $5.5 million in a Series B round, $11 million          

in 2014 in Series C (Gupta, 2014). After this, they          

kept attracting investors, gaining $22.5 million in       

2016, $10.5 million in 2017, $41 million in 2018         

(TEAM VCC, 2016). In 2019 they received an        

undisclosed amount from Shell’s new energies      

business who bought out some early-stage      

investors (d.light, 2019). 

These investments, totalling a little over $100       

million to date, varied in nature. About half of the          

money was raised through equity funding (trading       

capital for a share in the companies profits) (TEAM         

VCC, 2016; Roy, 2017). The other half of the         

money was raised through debt funding; money       

lent to d.light for them to run their business         

(FinSMEs, 2018). Additionally d.light secured     

grants from firms like the Shell Foundation,       

Beyond the Grid, USAID-DIV and UNCDF (TEAM       

VCC, 2016) as well as prizes and awards some of          

whom also provided funding and mentoring for       

the company (d.light, n.d.). 

D.light’s market is enormous and the company       

shows potential and increasingly, results. They      

have a commanding market share in emerging       

markets in Africa and Asia. Their team consists of         

highly knowledgeable people and they are      

partnered with established institutions in the      

markets where they operate. Another reason to       

invest is the enormous positive societal impact.       

d.light is able to tell touching, emotional stories        

about the huge impact their product has on their         

customers’ lives. Through investments companies     

don’t only aid d.light financially but they also by         

providing insightful knowledge and contacts,     

helping them expand into new countries and       

expand their product line, helping more people.       

They are currently present in more than 70        

developing countries and have benefitted more      

than 100 million lives. 

Interestingly, as far as I could research online, it is          

unknown if and how much profit d.light is making,         

and whether they are returning on their       

investments. In 2014, their CEO stated he declined        

to make comments on this matter (Fehrenbacher,       

2014). This would be interesting to know. 
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5. Our proposal 

d.light is currently expanding its product line into        

other electronic appliances. Imagine they     

approach you and ask you to provide new        

concepts. Based on your understanding, please      

work together to brainstorm some ideas and       

develop a concrete product concept or business       

model that could help to bring new values to their          

customers. Please provide a rendering of the       

product concept or a business model canvas and        

explain your proposal clearly. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Renders of our sound-warning system 
 

W115 (figure 1) is a sound-warning system for        

communities in rural, poor regions that are not        

connected to a stable power grid. It is a         

solar-powered alarm that will enable people to       

warn or ask help from others when (personal)        

emergencies occur. W115 is placed at occupied,       

familiar, commonly known places (e.g. the local       

store, school, central square etc.). Any member of        

the community in the vicinity of the product can         

activate the alarm and warn others in a matter of          

seconds. By pulling the handle, the system is        

turned on and can be heard at a distance of          

approx. 2000 meters. Using the existing      

knowledge and resources of d.light, W115 is       

powered by solar cells. The retail price of W115 is          

$15,-. 

 

The product provides safety and awareness for       

everyone, which we suppose fits within the social        

coherent society people with low incomes in such        

countries typically have. Since the technology      

needed to manufacture this product is more       

expensive than the solar lamp targeted on single        

households, it might be a large investment for a         

single household to buy. Sharing the cost among        

neighbours -small communities- will decrease the      

price per household. 

In order to sell W115 to the user, well-established         

existing distribution channels can be used.      

d.lights’ Sales Agents which are selling d.lights’       

products door by door, can include this new        

product in their portfolio. We are aware of the         

challenge Sales Agents might face when      

convincing not only one household but multiple       

households to buy W115. Therefore, the Sales       

Agents can also visit community based platforms       

and pitch the products there. We believe d.lights’        

Sales Agents have the capabilities to conquer this        

challenge as we believe that W115 is needed in         

these rural areas. 

The name W115 originates from ‘warning’ and the        

number of decibels (115) the system produces.       

This name fits within d.lights’ family of products        

since all product names consist of a letter        

following a couple of numbers. In addition, with        

the use of rounded corners, colors orange-red and        

black, W115 also fits the form language d.light is         

using with their products creating a clear coherent        

style with the family of products. 
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We believe W115 fits within d.lights’ portfolio       

since one of their core values is to provide a safe           

environment and enhancing the quality of life.       

Having a visual branded product in occupied, well        

known places may also increase trust and       

awareness of d.lights’ products In addition, W115       

resonates with the bottom three levels of       

Maslow’s hierarchy (Ireland & Hitt, 1999)      

providing physiological peace and safety (the fact       

that there is always a way to get help). Next to           

that, the level ‘Love and Belonging’ is slightly        

addressed since having such a system together       

with your community can result in the feeling of         

solidarity. Furthermore, we believe W115 adds      

functional values (reduces effort) and emotional      

values in terms of wellness and the reduction of         

anxiety based on ‘The 30 Elements of Value’        

(Almquist, Senior, & Bloch, 2017). 

W115 is constructed out of only necessary       

components in order to be able to sell it at a low            

price. The estimated costs of one W115 is $10,88         

including distribution costs with a single      

investment of $20-50k. This single investment will       

be used for the molds to form W115s case. In          

table 1 is shown how the estimated costs are         

calculated. Since W115 fits within d.lights      

portfolio, existing distribution channels will be      

used. The selling price is a point of discussion         

since d.light is not open about their revenue of a          

single product. Though, we advise d.light setting a        

reasonable price for the customers. The price       

should be examined by conducting research with       

the target customers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Component Price (minimum order 1000) 

Solar panel ∓ $5,00 (Alibaba, n.d.) 

Plastic case ∓ $1,00  

(personal experience) 

Switch ∓ $0,69 (Aliexpress, n.d.) 

Siren ∓ $1,20 (Alibaba, n.d.) 

Battery ∓ $0,99 (Alibaba, n.d.) 

Distribution ∓ $1,00 

Table 1, estimated costs of W115 
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